Product Datasheet
CoolFlow DCM
Features & Benefits






Delivering site energy savings of up to 30%.
Delivering up to 95% electricity costs vs traditional
cooling.
Extends the life of current cooling assets.
Ability to control existing cooling assets, reducing
alarms and maintenance.
Integrates with 3rd party systems to control
existing cooling assets.

CoolFlow DCM - Technical Specification
Ingress Protection
IP5X (Dust Protection)
Filtration Level

G4 when airflow <150m3/h
G3 when airflow 150-300
m3/h

Designated Heat
Dissipation
Temperature Against
Ambient
Fan Speed

10kW

Against

For

10°C ∆T
Dual Fans - Variable

CoolFlow DCM
Dimensions (HxWxD)
Weight
Sound pressure @ 5m (100% speed)
Sound pressure @ 3m (100% speed)
Nominal current input (75% fan speed)
Nominal power input (75% fan speed)
Maximum airflow (@ 0Pa ESP)
Maximum airflow (system)
Standard filtration (BS EN 779:2012)
Cooling capacity @ 10°C ∆T
Cooling Capacity @ 8°C ∆T
Remote Monitoring / Control

962mm x 636mm x 630mm
65kg
47.8 dB (A)
52.3 dB (A)
5.20A
250W
3610m³/h
2800m³/h
Maintenance free G4
10kW
7.6kW
Optional
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Product Datasheet

Passcool’s 10kW rated maintenance-free CoolFlow DCM is a highly efficient, free air cooling system, designed for equipment
buildings across a variety of industries. CoolFlow DCM operates a positive pressure system, forcing free external air through a
patented G4 certified filtration media, into the building. The positive pressure created forces hot air away from the equipment and
cools the room.
CoolFlow DCM is a truly maintenance-free, Free Air Cooling System. With a patented filtration media, CoolFlow DCM delivers true
‘fit and forget’ cooling for almost any climate worldwide.
Commissioned in countries around the world such as Egypt, Germany and across the UK, CoolFlow DCM has a proven track record
of delivering energy efficient cooling whatever the climate. CoolFlow DCM is guaranteed to reduce carbon emissions vs traditional
air-conditioning and deliver energy spend savings up to 95%*
Designed to deliver maximum performance in all conditions and working to a Delta T of 10 degrees, CoolFlow provides cabin
cooling in even the harshest of climates. The 10kW system is available in both AC and DC formats where required.

Primary and Secondary Cooling
In the most critical of environments, where downtime is not an option, Passcool has the solution;
1) Run CoolFlow DCM as the primary cooling source.
2) Connect the existing air-conditioning system to the CoolFlow DCM via Remote Control Software Interface.
This allows the secondary cooling source (air-con) to kick in when the external ambient temperatures are too high for free-air
cooling to ensure the internal ambient temperature within the building can be maintained below the maximum temperature
threshold of the equipment.
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Product Datasheet
CoolFlow DCM G2
Features & Benefits






40% reduction in dB readings at 3m
and 5m
Slimline design for smaller buildings
G2 filtration results in lower power
consumption
Lightweight design for easier
installation
Internal/External mounting design

CoolFlow DCM G2 - Technical Specification
Ingress Protection
IP5X (Dust Protection)
Filtration Level
Maintenance free G2
Designated Heat
10kW
Dissipation
Temperature Against
10°C ∆T
Ambient
Fan Speed
Dual Fans - Variable

CoolFlow DCM G2 offers the same 10kW cooling performance as the standard CoolFlow DCM in a slimmer, lighter
and quieter form-factor.
Designed for installation either internally or externally, the DCM G2 offers an alternative for locations where
space is limited, and/or residential neighbours are a consideration for external noise output.
The DCM G2 is 40% lighter, quieter and slimmer than the standard CoolFlow DCM. The profile reductions are all
achievable as the filtration media is specified at G2. This requires a smaller, quieter fan, enabling a reduction in
the dimensions of the system.
The DCM G2 system can also be fitted with a front-facing duct bracket, which allows non-conductive ducting
material to be attached. This allows the DCM G2 system to blow free air directly onto specified equipment for
optimal cooling results.
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